
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Legal Help and Support for Your Business 
 
As a client of Trade Protect you benefit from access to partner-level legal experts to 
support your business, thanks to our affiliation with Loney Stewart Holland LLP, a 
specialist dispute prevention and resolution law firm.  
 
These specialist services for Trade Protect clients include: 
 

▪ An initial no-cost consultation with a partner at Loney Stewart Holland in the 
event you find your business facing a problem, such as: 

- Construction contract disputes 
- Other general commercial contract issues 
- A dispute with a supplier 
- A dispute with a subcontractor 
- A problem a customer 
- Unpaid invoices / debt recovery 
- Partnership and shareholder issues 

 
▪ If you go on to require formal advice or representation, as a Trade Protect client 

you will be offered (without obligation) competitive, preferential, and 
transparent funding arrangements for further work  
 

▪ Working with Trade Protect, Loney Stewart Holland LLP can also provide 
independent expert legal input when required to strengthen and protect your 
insurance position, including reviewing collateral warranties and other 
commercial contracts relevant to your insurance 
 

Just send an email with your contact details and the nature of your issue to 
tradeprotectenquiries@loneystewartholland.co.uk and a partner from Loney 
Stewart Holland will be in touch to arrange an initial telephone appointment. 
 
Details of the key partner contacts can be found overleaf, and you can find more 
information about Loney Stewart Holland at www.loneystewartholland.co.uk.  
 



 
 
The Partners at Loney Stewart Holland LLP 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Richard Loney 

Richard is a solicitor with over 15 years’ experience in commercial 

disputes, with a particular focus on professional liability and insurance 

matters. He has conducted multiple high value and high-profile disputes 

involving the full range of commercial and insurance issues, with 

particular expertise in shareholder and partnership disputes. 

+44 (0)117 959 5436   

rloney@loneystewartholland.co.uk 
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Alistair Stewart 

Alistair is a solicitor with 10 years’ experience in the full range of 

commercial litigation, including contract disputes and brand 

protection. Alistair has a wealth of experience in insurance coverage 

work having handled a variety of high value complex instructions, for 

both policyholders and insurers, across a range of professional and 

commercial fields.  

+44 (0)117 959 5437    

astewart@loneystewartholland.co.uk 
 

Sarah Holland 

Sarah is a solicitor with considerable experience in a wide range of 

commercial disputes, with particular expertise in commercial 

contract issues and the enforcement of restrictive covenants. Sarah 

also has experience in insurance-related legal issues including 

advising policyholders in disputes around fraud, non-disclosure, and 

misrepresentation.  

+44 (0)117 959 5438    

sholland@loneystewartholland.co.uk 
 


